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Sounds News He kōrero nō te Kaunihera o Wairau

Contact the Harbourmaster’s Office if you need  
advice or information about Marlborough’s harbours.
03 520 7400 | HARBOURS@MARLBOROUGH.GOVT.NZ

Council’s Harbours team - working to  
ensure our waterways are safe for  
everyone to enjoy. 

Construction wheels gathering speed on Whale Trail project
As the construction phase for the Whale Trail project begins to  
accelerate, one of its original proponents has been confirmed as  
Council’s new appointee to the project.
Last week Council confirmed the appointment of Dr John Forrest to The 
Marlborough Kaikōura Trail Trust (the Trust). 
The Trust, which is leading the construction of the Whale Trail, has provision for the 
appointment of a Council nominated trustee. The position was previously held by 
Ian McNabb, who sadly passed away last year.
Council’s Assets and Services Manager Richard Coningham says discussions with 
the Trust about a suitable replacement resulted in a recommendation for existing 
trustee Dr Forrest to fill the position. “This frees up his existing position on the Trust 
and allows for the appointment of someone else with suitable experience as the 
Whale Trail project begins to accelerate,” Mr Coningham said.
“John’s existing knowledge of the trail and his experience in raising its profile locally 
and nationally means he is an excellent appointee,” he said.
Dr Forrest is a born and bred Marlburian. He has a PhD in Neurophysiology but is 
probably better known locally as a wine grower and owner of Forrest Wines  
since 1988.
In his own words, he can be “vociferous” with ideas, and it was this predisposition 
that led to a discussion about the possibilities of a Marlborough-style rail trail as a 
positive to come out of the damage left by the Kaikōura Earthquake. 
Since then, there has “been a lot of effort by a lot of people in Marlborough.” 
“The Whale Trail will be an incredible world-class cycling and walking trail, 
connecting coastal communities between Picton and Kaikōura,” Dr Forrest said.
“This trail has the potential to be one of the most successful in New Zealand.   
Economically this will be one of Marlborough’s blue-ribbon tourist and resident 
attractions. We see the trail as a multi-use and repeat tourism opportunity,”  
Dr Forrest said.
Dr Forrest’s appointment comes at a busy time for the Whale Trail project with 
several sections of the cycleway either completed or under construction between 
Riverlands and Seddon. 
North of Blenheim, Fulton Hogan has started preparatory works on the clip-on 
cycle/walking bridge across the Wairau River on State Highway 1. 
Dr Forrest was on hand recently to see the first truss which has been completed for 
the clip-on bridge. Twenty-four in total will be built - each 1.5m wide - to make up the 
292m length required. The trusses are being built locally by HML Engineering for 
Fulton Hogan who are responsible for the project.
Each truss involves around two tonnes of raw steel, with the sides to be covered 
in galvanised netting, and attached by brackets to the existing Wairau Bridge. Two 
passing bays will allow walkers and cyclists to pass easily.
The Trust’s Construction Manager Vicki Nalder says the clip-on bridge will be 
attached to the road bridge on the downstream side. “As some of the work is 
dependent on river flows you will notice more activity when the river level is low,” 
she said.
“There will be sealed sections to connect the clip-on bridge to the state highway on 
both sides. There will also be connections to the rest of the Whale Trail.”
The cycle and walking trail has also been formed over two sections from the 
Awatere rail bridge to Nursery Road and through the Tui to Town Park at Seddon. 
“Signage will be installed over the next few weeks and planting will be done in the 
autumn, although the trail itself is nearly completed for these sections now,” Ms 
Nalder said.
Construction is well underway on the trail from Riverlands Industrial Estate to 
Redwood Pass Road. Vegetation has been cleared and further construction will 
continue through March.  
The indicative route for the trail can now be viewed on Council’s Smart Maps (some 
sections are pending final approvals and may differ from what is shown).  
Go to: https://bit.ly/3Izjbel
The project has been made possible by $18M funding from the Government’s 
regional economic development organisation, Kānoa - RDU.  The Government also 
paid for the technical study to identify the route, cost the project and develop a 
business case. The Council has committed $2M for the sections of the trail within 
Marlborough’s boundary.
For more information about the Whale Trail go to: www.thewhaletrail.nz

An artist’s impression of the final clip-on bridge across the Wairau River

Representatives from HML Engineering, Fulton Hogan, Waka Kotahi and WSP give the first truss 
completed for the new clip-on bridge the thumbs up recently. At centre is new Council appointee to 
the Trust, Dr John Forrest
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